
        SEASONAL ADJUSTMENTS 

 

Time, which “is moved by little fidget wheels” is not easy to handle in the static 

visual arts, certainly not in painting. Whether its motion is tiny or else comes in great  

walloping strides, time can only leave its momentary effects on the canvas. Even 

perhaps with its triumphs, held there in colour, line and texture. 

 

Kristin Headlam has long been intrigued by time’s effects, whether on a Blakean rose, 

on places steeped in personal memory, or on the transitory moment of a political 

gesture. Or else on its complicated layerings, as when a very modern photographer 

attends a traditional wedding procession, in a city park. The traces of something else 

haunt the present image, much as they do in our dreams. 

 

With her latest paintings, “Seasonal Adjustments”, Headlam has sought to keep the 

picture as steady as possible, laying hold of the frontier between an interior space and 

the proximate garden: gardens being our civilized attempt to meld nature and culture. 

She loves paint as she loves gardens; her brushwork caresses the foliage into being. It 

even rejoices in delicate twigginess. 

 

Taken together, these rich pictures are a clocking of time, month after month. But 

there are also shadows and darknesses, even damage. Is there a spectral messenger of 

mortality, somewhere just beyond these frames? Then again the low, recurrent 

bluestone wall yields evidence of another time-scheme again, one beyond the 

signalled months of this exhibition, yet different again from the interiors that pay 

tribute to the artist’s mind and profession. And an empty red armchair, canted toward 

the light, bespeaks her. 

 

Nature itself is nearly inscrutable, the artist having to feel her way into its forest of 

meanings. As the poet Peter Steele has written, “In nature there are no words walking 

around.” Yet there are signals captured in this seasonal garden, a hose, a tiny classical 

bust, the glowing terra-cotta pots. And the bent lattice yearns to be organic: the 

garden of Headlam’s imagination also entails a fall, into Blake’s world of Experience, 

we might say. 

 

The poet Andrew Marvell was obsessed with gardens as areas of transaction, writing 

in one of his Mower poems,  

 

  Thus architects do square and hew 

  Green trees that in the forest grew. 

 

And these paintings keep setting the studio’s geometry, its lines and rectangles, 

against the ever-changing organic forms of the garden outside. One frames the other; 

and the other colourfully speaks back, rebuking fixity with the painterly delineations 

of change. Being alive, you cannot step into the same Heraclitean garden twice. Nor 

paint exactly the same scene. 

 

At once rich and dense, paced by time, Headlam’s rich exhibition has been wrung 

from a world we can all know: that of dwellers in cities, yearningly attached to small 

pastoral dreams. 
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